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We propose a class of database schemes called connection-trap-free schemes that allows 
users to retrieve sound and complete information easily and efficiently from the database. We 
argue that with this class of database schemes, the connection trap problem can be avoided. 
We present some fundamental properties of this class of schemes. We then characterize the 
class of independent and connection-trap-free schemes when an embedded cover of functional 
dependencies is assumed. 0 1992 Academic PXSS, Jnc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of erroneous inference of information by the user from the relations 
in a database was identified at the inception of the relational model [Co]. With the 
term connection trap, Codd indicated a meaningless join between two relations, 
performed through common attributes not representing a semantically correct 
connection between two relations. To resolve this problem, we need to define the 
meaning of false inference. 
Aho, Beeri, and Ullman [ABU] observed that if the joins in a query are lossy, 
then the answer returned may not be semantically correct. They proposed the 
notion of lossless joins to capture the intuition of correct joins in a query. They also 
derived efficient algorithms to determine if a query has a lossy join when functional 
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and multivalued dependencies are considered. Later Maier, Ullman, and Vardi 
[MUV] showed that the concept of losslessness is fundamental to simulate the 
representative instance under the weak instance model. 
Recently Chan and Mendelzon studied situations where a query always returns 
a semantically,correct answer. They used the notion of soundness of queries to cap- 
ture the intuitive notion of correctness of queries [CM2]. Informally a query is 
sound if it always returns answers that are logically implied by the state and the 
constraints. It turns out that the notion of losslessness as defined in [MUV] and 
the notion of soundness are equivalent when the set of queries are monotone 
[CM2]. 
Requiring a user to retrieve sound information is essential to solve the connection 
trap problem. However, if a user retrieves sound but incomplete information 
without being aware of this fact, then it is possible that the user may still deduce 
wrong conclusions from the retrieved information. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let R = {R,(Dept, Course, Instr), R,(Course, Instr. Tutor)} and 
F = {Course + Dept, Instr --f Dept }. 
Consider the following database state r: rl = {(d,, cl, i,)}, r2 = {(cl, i,, tl), 
(cr, iZ, t,)}. Suppose we want to know who the tutors are working for department 
d,. Assume further that we answer the query with the natural join of the two rela- 
tions. The join of R, and R, is lossless and therefore the information retrieved is 
guaranteed to be sound [CM2]. If we use the notion of losslessness (or soundness) 
as the sole criterion for correctness of information, then the only tutor for d, is t,. 
However the course cr also has the tutor t2 according to r2, tz should also be 
included as an answer to the query. 
To resolve the connection trap problem completely, it is essential for the user 
to retrieve sound and complete information from the database. In this paper, we 
use the term “connection trap” referring to any false or incomplete inference of 
information. 
Requiring the information retrieved to be sound and complete is the first step 
toward the solution of the connection trap problem. Before a user can retrieve 
information from a database system, the user must understand both the semantics 
of the application and the operations required in the information retrieval process; 
therefore these two aspects cannot be ignored if we want the connection trap 
problem to be resolved adequately. 
A data model consists of three components: structure, constraints, and opera- 
tions [TL]. In a relational database, the semantics of an application depends on 
the structure as well as the constraints imposed on the database. Operations are the 
tools used for information retrieval once the semantics of an application is under- 
stood. As pointed out in [CMl], understanding the semantics of an application is 
noty an easy matter, since the constraints and the structure can interact in a rather 
complicated manner. Therefore from the user’s point of view, a “simple” database 
scheme is highly desirable. In this paper, we propose a class of simple database 
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schemes that would allow the user to understand and retrieve sound and complete 
information easily and efficiently from the database. With this class of schemes, the 
connection trap problem should be alleviated or even avoided. 
Suppose objects (i.e., relation schemes) in a database scheme are related through 
their common attributes. In other words, we assume connected joins are used by 
the user to relate the objects. Assume further that R is a connected set of relation 
schemes. Then for any Xc U, there is some relationship among the attributes X. In 
general, there may be more than one basic relationship among X. Multiple rela- 
tionships among attributes exist in many real-life applications. However, this may 
not be desirable in general. Multiple relationships among attributes not only 
require extra effort from the user in understanding an application, but this may also 
result in confusion in the semantics as seen by the user. The connection-trap-free 
schemes we are proposing have the property that for any set of attributes X, there 
is only one basic relationship among them. Therefore this class of schemes should 
allow the user to understand the semantics of an application easily. 
Complexity of semantics as seen by the user is a cause of the connection trap 
problem. The operations provided to the user is another important factor in deter- 
mining if the connection trap problem exists. In general, the more complicated the 
operations the user must use, the more likely the user is to retrieve incorrect or 
incomplete information from the database. Recently, the Universal Relation Inter- 
face has been proposed to provide the user with a user-friendly interface [CKPS, 
KKFGU, MMSSW, 01. 
The Universal Relation Interface is an interface to a relational database which 
allows the user to view the database as if it were composed of a single relation, thus 
providing a sort of logical independence as well as a simple interface. While 
generating a great deal of interest because of both the nice theoretical results related 
to it and the user-friendlines of the corresponding systems, the concept has also 
generated a controversy [AP, Kl, K2, U2, U3], due essentially to the variety of 
proposals, and the informality of the underlying hypotheses, which have been 
undergoing discussion and clarification over the past few years. 
An important characteristic of these systems is that the query languages provided 
are higher level than the traditional query languages like SQL or QBE. On the 
other hand, these systems are best for applications with one basic relationship 
among attributes [MU]. Since connection-trap-free schemes have a unique rela- 
tionship among attrributes, the query languages in these systems should be used so 
that the user could retrieve information easily from the database. In this way, the 
class of connection-trap-free schemes could be used to avoid the connection trap 
problem. A more formal justification is given after the connection-trap-free schemes 
are formally defined. 
In the next section, we define the necessary notation. In Section 3, we formally 
define the class of connection-trap-free schemes and justify why this class of 
schemes is desirable. We also present some fundamental properties of connection- 
trap-free schemes. A basic assumption made in most systems using the Universal 
Relation Interface is that there is one basic relationship among any set of attributes. 
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Different systems use different methods or window functions for computing that 
basic relationship. In Section 4, we show that if the database scheme is connection- 
trap-free with respect to a set of constraints, then most of these window functions 
coincide. This demonstrates that connection-trap-free schemes capture naturally the 
concept of unique relationship among attributes. An interesting class of database 
schemes, called independent schemes, has been proposed to allow efficient 
enforcement of constraints [GY]. While independent schemes are useful for 
updates, connection-trap-free schemes are desirable for query answering. Since 
update and information retrieval are the two main functions in any database 
system, we characterize in Section 5 the class of independent and connection-trap- 
free schemes with respect to an embedded cover of functional dependencies. In 
Section 6, we draw some conclusions from our results. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
2.1. Basics 
In this section, we briefly go over the basic terminology in relational database 
theory. For more details the reader is referred to [Ma, Ul]. We fix a finite set of 
attributes U = (A 1, . . . . A,,} and call it the universe. A relation scheme R is a subset 
of U. A database scheme R = (R, , . . . . Rk) is a collection of relation schemes such 
that the union of the R:s is U. 
A tuple defined on R = {A,, . . . . Aj} is a function t that maps each Ai to a value, 
1~ i < j. The value can be either a constant or a variable taken from an infinite set 
of uninterpreted symbols. A tableau on U is a set of tuples defined on U. The 
tableau domain of Airs U is the disjoint union of a set of constants dom(A,), the 
singleton set {a,}, where ai is called the distinguished variable (du) for Ai, and a 
countable set of nondistinguished variables (ndu’s) {b,) for Ai. If t is a tuple over 
R and X is a subset of R, t[a denotes the restriction of t to X. We say t[X] is 
total if t[AJ is a constant in dom(Ai), for all A,EX Let x1 be the restricted 
projection operator and is defined as r&(Z) = (t[X] 1 t E Z and t[X] is total}, where 
Z is a tableau deftned on R and XE R. Let rc denote the usual projection operator. 
A relation on R is a set of tuples defined on R such that every tuple is total. 
A datebase state of a database scheme R is a function r that maps each relation 
scheme Ri in R to a relation on Rj. We write r = (r(R,), . . . . r(R,J) = (r,, . . . . rk). 
2.2. Tableaux for Database Schemes and Database States 
Let R= {R,, . . . . Rk} be a database scheme. A tableau for R is a tableau on U 
with k rows, one for each Ri E R. The row corresponding to Ri has dv’s exactly in 
the columns headed by attributes in Ri and distinct ndv’s elsewhere. 
Given a database state r = (rl , . . . . rk ), we define a tableau T, on U and call it the 
tableau for database state r. For each relation ri E r, and for each tuple t E ri, there 
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is a row s in T, corresponding to it. The tuple s is said to originate from Rj or r, 
and is defined as follows: 
l s[RJ= t. 
l s[A] = b,, b, is an ndv that appears nowhere else in T,, A E U - R,. 
2.3. Dependencies and Chasing 
The kinds of constraints considered are functional dependencies (fd’s) and join 
dependencies (jd’s) [Ma, Ul 1. Associated with each fd or jd is an F-rule or J-rule, 
respectively. Given a tableau T and a set of fd’s and jd’s C, we can use the J-rules 
to infer additional tuples that must be in T if it is to satisfy Z, and the F-rules to 
infer additional tuples that must be in T if it is to satisfy C, and the F-rules to infer 
equalities among symbols of T for the same reason. These transformation rules are 
defined as follows and their properties are described in [MMS]. 
F-rule : For each fd X-t A, there is an F-rule corresponding to it. Suppose 
tableau T has rows t i, t, that agree in all X-columns. Let ui, v2 be the values in 
the A-column of I,, t, respectively. Furthermore, vi # v2. Applying the F-rule 
corresponding to X+ A to rows t i, t, of T yields a transformed tableau W. W is 
the same as T except v i, v2 are replaced as follows. If one of vi or u2 is a constant 
(or a dv) and the other is not, then replace all occurrences of the other by the 
constant (or the dv, respectively). If both are ndv’s, then replace all occurrences of 
the variable with the higher subscript by the variable with the lower subscript. if 
both are distinct constants, the result of applying the rule is usually defined to be 
the empty tableau and an inconsistency is said to be found. 
J-rule : Let S = {S,, . . . . S,>, with the union of S(s yielding U. Rows t,, . . . . t, 
of T (not necessarily distinct) are joinable on S if there exists a row w not in T that 
agrees with tj on Si, 1 Q i < k. Row w is the result of joining tis. An application of 
the J-rule corresponding to the jd llxll S allows us to take rows t,, . . . . tk of T that 
are joinable on S and to add their result w to T to form T’. 
Suppose Z is a set of fd’s and/or jd’s. CHASE,(T) is the tableau obtained by 
applying the F-rules and/or J-rules corresponding to the members of C exhaustively 
to T. Given a set of dependencies C, there are additional dependencies implied by 
this set in the sense that any relation that satisfies this set must also satisfy the 
additional dependencies. The set of dependencies that are logically implied by C is 
the closure of C, denoted by C +. An fd X + A is nontrivial if A $ X. Given a set of 
attributes X, the closure of X with respect to (wrt) F, denoted by X+, is the set of 
attributes {A I X -+ A E: F+ }. 
An fd X + A is said to be embedded in a relation scheme R if XA c R. The projec- 
tion of a set of fd’s F onto Ri, denoted by F+ 1 Ri, is the set of all projected fd’s 
X -+ A E F+ which are embedded in Ri. A database scheme R is said to be cover 
embedding for a set of fd’s F if there exists a set of fd’s G with G+ = F+ such that 
for each fd X + A E G, X + A is embedded in some Rig R. Given XC Ri, for some 
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Rig R, the closure of Xwrt F+ 1 Ri, denoted by X *, is the set of attributes 
{A ( X+ A E F+ ( Ri}. A database scheme R = {{R,, . . . . Rk} is a lossless decom- 
position wrt ,X if for every relation Z on U that satisfies C, Z= llXll~=, zR,(Z) [ABU]. 
An expression E is said to be lossless with respect to C if for each relation Z over 
U that satisfies z, when we substitute for each operand Ri of E the relation rcR,(Z), 
the value of E is a subset of n,(Z) [MUV]. 
2.4. Weak Instances 
Let r be a state for a database scheme R = {R,, . . . . Rk). Let Z be a relation 
defined on U. Then Z is a weak instance for r wrt a set of dependencies C if 
l nR, (I) 2 ri, for each 1 < i ,< k. 
l Z satisfies C. 
A database state r is said to be consistent with a set of dependencies C if a weak 
instance exists for the state with respect to C [GMV, H, V]. It has been shown that 
CHASE,(T,) is not empty if and only if r is a consistent state [H]. CHASE,(T,) 
is called the representative instance for state r. For any XG U, the X-total projection 
of the representative instance, denoted as [Xl, is &(CHASE,(T,)). 
2.5. Equivalence and Containment of Expressions and Hypergraphs 
In this paper, we consider relational expressions in which the only operators are 
projection, (natural) join, and union. The operands are relation schemes in a 
database scheme. Let E be a relational expression with operands in 
R = {R,, . . . . Rk}. Then E(r) denotes the value of E if members of the database state 
r = ( rI, . . . . rk) on R are substituted for the corresponding relation variables in E. 
Let El and E, be two relational expressions defined on XE U and having operands 
in R. E, is said to contain Ez, denoted by E, 3 E,, if for all consistent states r on 
R, E,(r) 2 E2(r). El is said to be equivalent to E,, denoted by E, = E,, if E, 2 E, 
and E,zE,. 
A hypergraph H is a pair (N, E >, where N is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges 
(or hyperedges), which are nonempty subsets of N [B]. A hypergraph 
H’ = (N’, E’) is a subhypergraph of H = (N. E) if E’ c E. A path from a node n 
to m in a hypergraph H = (N, E) is a sequence of k B 1 distinct hyperedges 
(e l,...,ek) in Esuch thatnee,, mEekandeinei+,#@, for all l<i<k. A pair 
of nodes is connected if there exists a path from one to the other. A hypergraph is 
connected if all its nodes are pairwise connected. A hypergraph H = (N, E) is said 
to cover X if XC N. The hypergraph of a database scheme R = {R, , . . . . Rk} has a set 
of nodes U and a set of edges R = {R,, . . . . Rk} [FZ]. R is said to be connected if 
the hypergraph of R is connected. Without loss of generality, we assume that R is 
connected in the subsequent discussion. 
2.6. Soundness and Completeness Criteria 
Let R be a database scheme with constraints 2. Let E be an algebraic expression 
on X with operands in R. E is said to be sound with respect to C if E(r) is a subset 
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of the X-total projection of the representative instance for Y, for all consistent states 
r on R [CM2]. Since the X-total projection is the set of quantifier-free sentences 
on X that is logically implied by the state and constraints [GMV, MUV], sound 
expressions always return meaningful answers. 
We say a user retrieves sound information if for all XL U, and for all connected 
subsets (S,, . . . . S,} of R such that Ur=, Sir> X, zX(S, IiXll . . IlXll S,) is sound (or 
lossless) with respect to C. A user is said to retrieve complete information if for all 
XC U, [X] = U i nX(Ri, IlXll ... IIXII Rin), where {R,,, . . . . Rin} is a connected subset 
of R such that lJ;=, R, 2 X. In other words, a database scheme R allows users to 
retrieve complete information on X if for any consistent state on R, the union of all 
its connected subjoins covering X produces the X-total projection. 
3. CONNECTION-TRAP-FREE SCHEMES 
Yannakakis [Yl, Y2] discovered a class of database schemes that has a unique 
connection among any set X of attributes. The concept of unique connection is 
captured formally by the notion of unique minimal conection. 
Let ( U, R ) be the hypergraph of a database scheme R. Then ( U, Bachman 
is the hypergraph obtained by closing R under intersection. Thus a set of nodes 
SE Bachman if and only if (a) SE R or (b) S is a nonempty intersection of two 
or more members of R. The Bachman diagram of R is defined to be an undirected 
graph, with the members of Bachman as nodes, and with an edge between two 
nodes S and T of Bachman if and only if (a) S is properly contained in T, and 
(b) there is no W in Bachman such that S is properly contained in W and W 
is properly contained in T. A loop-free Bachman diagram is a Bachman diagram 
that is a tree. If Bachman is loop-free, then we say that R has a loop-free 
Bachman diagram. 
Let X be a subset of U. Let V= { I/, , . . . . Vk} be a connected set of k distinct 
members of Bachman( I/ is said to be a unique minimal connection among X if 
(a) Xr U”=, V, and (b) whenever W= (W,, . . . . W,} is a connected subset of 
Bachman with XE lJp= I Wj, then there exist k distinct members Wj,, . . . . ct;, of 
W such that Wj,,, 2 V,, for all 1< m < k. In particular, if Xs Z E; Bachman( then 
the unique minimal connection among X is a singleton set { Y}, where Y is a subset 
of Ri, for some Ri E R. 
Yannakakis observed that a database scheme that has the unique minimal 
connection among any X has some very interesting properties. He showed that R 
has the unique minimal connection among each set X of attributes if and only if 
IIXII R implies that every connected subset of R has a lossless join [F2, Y 1, Y2]. 
This implies that for this class of database schemes, connected joins correspond to 
lossless joins, provided the join dependency IIXII R holds. Fagin later showed that 
this class of database schemes corresponds exactly to the class of y-acyclic schemes 
[FZ]. That is, R is y-acyclic exactly when R has the unique minimal connection 
among each set X of attributes. 
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We believe the structure of y-acyclic schemes captures naturally the concept of 
unique basic connection among any set X of attributes. However in the presence of 
constraints, the concept of unique minimal connection does not seem to capture 
completely the semantics of relationships among a set of attributes. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let R = {R,(Dept, Course, Znstr), R,(Course, Znstr, Student)}. Let 
F= (Znstr + Dept, Course + Dept). 
The two fd’s in F represent the facts that an instructor is affiliated to a unique 
department and a course is offered by a unique department. It is easy to see that 
R is y-acyclic. Consider the relationship between {Dept, Student}. The unique 
minimal connection among {Dept, Student} is {R,, R2}. With F, the join of R, 
and Rz is lossless but this does not represent completely the relationship among 
the two attributes. This is because with the two fd’s in F, there are two 
relationships between Dept and Student. The first represents the relationship that a 
department offers a course that is taken by a student. The second represents the 
relationship that a department has an instructor teaching a course that is taken 
by a student. So the “complete” relationship among the two attributes should be 
n{~ept, stuwj(R2 IlXll ~{~nstr, rep,)) ” n{,epr, stu~enrl(R2 llxll ~{course, ~epr)UW 
We define the notion of complete unique minimal connection among XG U by 
extending Yannakakis’s idea on unique minimal connection as follows. Let Xc U 
and Z be a set of constraints. A state r is said to have a complete unique minimal 
connection among X if [X] = n,( 1 V,J IlXll . . IIXII 1 V,J), where 1 I$1 = u {rrV, (s) I s 
is a relation from r on SE R and S’s K}, and { V,, . . . . Vk} is the unique minimal 
connection among X. R is said to have a complete unique minimal connection among 
X wrt ,Z if for any consistent state r, r has a complete unique minimal connection 
among X. A database scheme R is said to be connection-trap-free (ctf) wrt Z if R 
has a complete unique minimal connection among X wrt C, for any X E U. For this 
class of schemes, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that a user is guaranteed to retrieve 
complete information for such a database. This definition also implies that if R is 
ctf wrt Z, then R is y-acyclic. 
Intuitively, a scheme is ctf wrt Z if there is a unique basic relationship among any 
set X of attributes. The relationship is represented by the structure of the database 
scheme; that is, it is represented by the unique minimal connection. In a ctf 
database, the unique minimal connection represents the unique relationship among 
attributes. 
From user’s point of view, the assumption of a unique relationship not only sim- 
plifies the understanding process, but it also allows the information retrieval process 
to be performed easily. Knowing that there is a unique relationship among any set 
of attributes makes it possible to employ high-level query languages used in the 
Universal Relation Interface systems [CKPS, KKFGU, MRSSW]. If these 
languages are used, the user does not have to know what the complete unique 
minimal connection among X is, since the system can find it out automatically by 
finding the unique minimal connection. There are several efficient methods for 
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finding the unique minimal connection [C, Y23. These languages are much simpler 
and we believe they are more natural to use (at least when ctf schemes are 
concerned); therefore the user is relieved of some of the borden required to 
formulate the query properly. So in most cases, the user must concentrate on what 
information is wanted, not how to get it. 
Simplicity of semantics and ease in information retrieval are essential. However, 
it is equally important to guarantee the retrieval of sound and complete informa- 
tion. Following other authors [GMV, M, MUV, NG, Sl, S2], we define the 
information content of a database state as the set of total tuples in the representative 
instance for the state. That is, the information content of a state is the set of tuples 
{t 1 t~n:t,(CHASE,(T,)), for some Xs U}. 
Informally, the set of total tuples is the set of sentences that are logically implied 
by the state and constraints [GMV, MUV]. By the definition of ctf scheme, the 
relationship among a set of attributes X is represented by the set of total tuples on 
X. Therefore when a ctf scheme is used, the user is guaranteed to retrieve all the 
correct relationships among X from the database. 
In the rest of this section, we study some fundamental properties of ctf schemes. 
Although the constraints considered are fd’s and jd’s, the results in this section are 
applicable to any implicational dependencies [BV, Fl]. Implication constraints are 
generalizations of fd’s and jd’s and we do not give the formal definitions of these 
constraints here. 
Chan and Mendelzon [CMl] defined a class of database schemes called 
embedded-complete schemes to capture the concept that every piece of information 
on a relation is explicitly represented in a database state. A data base scheme R is 
embedded-complete wrt C if for any consistent state r, [X] = 1x1, for any XC R,, 
for some R;ER. 
The following lemma shows that connection-trap-freedom implies embedded- 
completeness. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf R is ctf wrt C, then R is embedded-complete wrt 2Y. 
Proof. Let XE: Ri E R. To show that R is embedded-complete wrt C, we must 
show that [X] = 1x1. Since R is ctf wrt C and Xc R,, [X] = ~~(1 WJ), where { W> 
is the unique minimal connection among X. Hence it is equivalent to show that 
xX( 1 WJ) = 1.Q. If the sets of relation schemes containing X and W are the same, 
then the equality follows. If R, E R contains X, then R, contains W, since { W} is the 
unique minimal connection among X. If Rj E R contains W, then clearly Rj contains 
X. Hence the lemma follows. 1 
However, the converse of Lemma 3.1 does not always hold, as is illustrated by 
the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3. R = {R,(AB), R,(K), R,(AC)} and Z= 0. R is embedded- 
complete but not ctf since R is not y-acyclic. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, we have a first characterization of ctf schemes. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. R is ctf wrt Z if and only if R is y-acyclic, embedded-complete 
wrt .E, and for any X not in any Ri E R, R has the complete unique minimal connection 
among X. 
Proof (If) Since R is y-acyclic, there is a unique minimal connection among X, 
for all Xc U. All we must show is that for any XC Rie R, R has the complete 
unique minimal connection among X. That is, [X] = xX(1 WJ), where { W} is the 
unique minimal connection among X. In the proof of Lemma 3.1, we showed that 
the equality holds. Hence R is ctf wrt Z. 
(Only if) This follows directly from Lemma 3.1 and the definition of ctf 
schemes. # 
The following lemma shows that the set of constraints C implies the jd IlXll R. 
That is, a ctf scheme is lossless. 
LEMMA 3.2. If R is ctf wrt C, then .E implies IlXll R. 
ProoJ Assuming Z does not imply IlXll R, we show that R is not ctf wrt 2. 
Construct a consistent state r as follows. For all R,E R, if Ri = (Ai,, . . . . A,}, then 
ri= { (il , . . . . i,)}. No other tupes are in r. Let T, be a state tableau for r. It is not 
difficult to see that T, is isomorphic to a tableau for R. Also r is a consistent state, 
since there is only one constant in every column of T,. Since Z does not imply 
IIXII R, there is no row in CHASE,(T,) with constants in all columns of U [MMS]. 
Therefore [V] is an empty set. But 1 P’iJ IIXII . . . IIXII 1 V,J, where { Vi, . . . . V,} is the 
unique minimal connection among U, contains the tuple (1, . . . . n) and so is not 
empty. Hence R does not have the complete unique minimal connection 
among U, 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. If R is ctf wrt 2, then any connected subset of R is lossless. 
Proof: By definition, R being ctf wrt 2 implies R is y-acyclic. By Lemma 3.2, C 
implies the jd IIXII R. By a theorem in [Yl], any connected subset of R is 
lossless. 1 
4. COMPARISON OF WINDOW FUNCTIONS FOR CONNECTION-TRAP-FREE SCHEMES 
A popular approach for query processing in a system using the Universal Rela- 
tion Interface is called binding and eoaluation [MRW, MUV]. In this approach, 
query processing can be viewed as a two-stage procedure: the binding stage and the 
evaluation stage. Assuming a query is expressed in relational calculus, every 
variable in the query has a set of attributes associated with it. In the binding stage, 
a relation is generated for a variable and the relation is defined on the attributes 
associated with the variable. Having generated all these relations for variables in a 
query, the query is avaluated based on these relations in the evaluation stage. 
The generation of a relation r on X for a variable in the binding stagte is accom- 
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plished through a window function. A window function on X maps a database state 
to a relation on X that represents the basic relationship among X in the database. 
Window functions have evolved along two paths-the computational definitions 
and the weak instance definitions [MRW]. Different window functions try to cap- 
ture different intuitive interpretation of the basic relationship among attributes in a 
database. It is worth mentioning that all weak instance window functions compute 
the total projektion. Hence they all produce the same basic relationship for any set 
of attributes. In this section, we show that if the database scheme is ctf wrt C, then 
most of these window functions coincide. That is, the basic relationship computed 
by most window functions is the same as the relation computed by the complete 
unique minimal connection. Since different window functions capture different intui- 
tion on the basic relationships among attributes, this result demonstrates that the 
ctf schemes capture naturally the concept of a unique relationship among attributes 
and therefore this class of schemes is highly desirable for systems nusing the Univer- 
sal Relation Interface. Another advantage of using ctf schemes is that the answers 
for queries can be generated efficiently. In fact, for any connected subjoin of a ctf 
scheme R covering X, the number of joins in the connected subjoin is greater than 
or equal to the number of joins in the expression for the complete unique minimal 
connection among X. This follows directly from the definition of unique minimal 
connection among X. Even for a subclass of y-acyclic schemes, there is an exponen- 
tial number of connected subjoins of R covering X [ADM], but the size of the 
complete unique minimal connection among any X is guaranteed to be polynomial. 
As we see in the next section, the projection onto X of any connected subjoin of R 
covering X is contained in the complete unique minimal connection among X. 
Following the notation in [MRW], we use [ .Is to denote the window function 
for the type S. The first kind of window function proposed was based on the 
Universal Instance Assumption [Arc, Lo, SP]. Under this assumption, a database 
state is the projection of a universal relation. However, this assumption has been 
shown to be unrealistic and impractical [BG, HLY], so we do not consider these 
window functions here. 
4.1. Lossless Join Window Function 
Osborn defined the window function for a set of attributes X as the union of 
X-projections of all lossless subjoint of a database scheme R covering X [O]. Let 
us denote her window function as [ .lLJ. We want to show that if R is ctf wrt C, 
then [X] LJ = [X], for any Xs U. Before we show this, we need the following 
results. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R be y-acyclic. Suppose {VI, . . . . Vk} is the unique minimal 
connection among X and {S, , . . . . S, > G R such that Si 2 Vj, for all 1 < i < k. Then for 
all i#j, SinSj= V,n I$:.. 
ProojI If Sj A S, = 0, then the equality holds trivially. Suppose Sin S, # 0 and 
there exists A E (Sin Sj) - (v n 5). There are two possible cases to be considered. 
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Case 1. A E 5 u 5. In this case, A E K or A E y.., but not both. Without loss of 
generality, let A E vi- I$. Consider the unique minimal connection among 
Y = 5 u {A}. Since Sj z Y, the unique minimal connection among Y is a singleton 
set. Clearly { Vi, &} is conected and the union of Vi and 5 contains Y. Therefore 
by the definition of unique minimal connection, either 42 Y or c.2 Y. But both 
cases are impossible, the first because it would imply A E I$:., against the hypothesis 
A E 5 - q., the second because it would imply K 2 5, but in this case, y. could not 
belong to the unique minimal connection among X since the members of a unique 
minimal connection are pairwise incomparable [C] (two sets are incomparable if 
neither contains the other). 
Case 2. A $ V,u 5.. Let us consider the unique minimal connection among 
2 = cu VJ u {A}. Since Si u Sjz 2 and F and 6 are incomparable, the unique 
minimal connection among Z is a set of two elements. Let W = { Si n Sj, V, I$;.>. 
We claim that Sin Sj does not contain 6 nor V;.. Suppose it does, say Sin Sj 2 &. 
Then Ku 5~ Sj and so the unique minimal connection among F u 5 is a 
singleton set. However, neither Vi nor 5 contains Vi u I$. Hence {Vi, F} violates 
the definition of unique minimal connection among Ku 5. Therefore our claim is 
proved. W is connected and is a subset of Bachman( Furthermore, U Wz Z. 
But there do no exist two distinct elements in W such that their union contains 2. 
Thus a two-element unique minimal connection does not exist, a contradiction. 
Hence SinSi= V,n I$. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let R be y-acyclic. Suppose { V, , . . . . Vk} is the unique minimal 
connection among X and {S,, . . . . S,} E R such that Si 1 V, for all 1~ i < k. Then for 
all i # j, tf A E Si - V., then A $ Sj. 
Proof Assume otherwise. Then there exists A E Si- 5 and A E Sj, for some 
j # i. By Lemma 4.1, Sin Sj = 5 n 5. Therefore A E vi, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let {S,, . . . . S,} and (T,, . . . . Tt} be two sets of relation schemes such 
that for all 1 < i< I, Si E Ti. Assume further that tf A E Ti- Si, then A 4 Tr E 
{T,, . . . . Tt)-{T,}, for all l<i<Z. Then IIXIIi=, n,,(Ti)=~S(IIXII~=I Ti), where 
s= u:=, si. 
Proof: We claim that Tin S= Si, for all 1 < i< 1. Clearly Tin Sz Si. If 
AE Ti-Si, then A+! Tj6 (T,, . . . . Tt} - { Ti}. Hence A 4 Sj, for all 1 <j< 1. There- 
fore T,nS=Si. 
Next we show that llXlli= 1 n,( Ti) = xs( llXll:= 1 n,( Ti) IIXII Tj), for any 1 <j< 1. It 
is clear that ns( IIXII f= , nsi( Ti) IIXII Tj) E IIXII ix 1 rrsi (Ti). TO show the other inclusion, 
let tEIIXllf=I~s,(Ti). Then t[Sj]Ezs,(Tj), for all l<j<Z. Since TjnS=Sj, 
t~~S(IIXII~=l xs,(TJ IIXII Tj). Hence n,(llXII~=l zs,(Ti) IIXII T,)= llXllf_, xs,(Ti), for 
any 1 < j i 1. It follows that ns (IIXII i= 1 ns,( Ti) IIXII f= , Tj) = IIXII f = 1 7csi( Ti). But 
clearly n,(llXllf=I xs,(Ti) llXllf=, Tj)=~S(IIXllf=I Tj). Hence ~~~(IlXllf~, T,)= 
IIXII f= 1 ns,( Ti). I 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be y-acyclic. Suppose { V,, . . . . Vk} is the unique minimal 
connection among X and {S,, . . . . S,} E R such that Si? Vi, ,for all 1 < if k. Then 
n,(llXII;=l sj)=7r,(llxll;=, n,p;)). 
Proof. Let V = lJr= i vi. By Corollary 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, rt y( llXll4= , S,) = 
IiXll f= , rr c,, (Si). Since XE V, the corollary follows. 1 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be ctf wrt C. Then [X] = [X] LJ, for any Xc_ U. 
Proof It is not difficult to see that [X].,G [Xl. To show the other inclusion, 
let t E [Xl. By the definition of complete unique minimal connection among X, 
tenx(llXllf=l x,,,(Si)), where {VI, . . . . Vk} is the unique minimal connection among 
X, and {S,, . . . . S,} is a set of relation schemes that contains elements in the unique 
minimal connection. By Corollary 4.2, t E nx( llXll;k= 1 Si). Since {S,, . . . . S,} c R is 
connected, and by Corollary 3.2, {S, , . . . . S,} is lossless. Hence [X] c [X] LJ. m 
4.2. System/U 
In System/U, the concept of object is used to represent the basic association 
among attributes. So an object is essentially a relation scheme in the traditional 
sense. Let R = {R,, . . . . Rk} be a database scheme which represents a set of objects 
as seen by the user. Then the relationship among a set of attributes X is obtained 
as follows. The expression xX( IIXII := 1 Ri) is minimized under the weak equivalence 
[ASU, KKFGU]. Let the resulting minimal expression be xX( llXll;= , S;). Then the 
relationship among X, denoted by [Xlsu, is computed as n,(llXll~=l ISJ). 
Suppose R is ctf wrt Z. We want to show that this expression is the same as 
~x(IIXII~~ I JVJ), where {VI, . . . . V,} is the unique minimal connection among X 
We need the following result from [C] which shows that m = n. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R and x,(IIXII~= 1 Si) be defined as aboue. Let { V,} be the 
unique minimal connection among Si, for all 1 < i < n. Then { V,, . . . . V,} is the unique 
minimal connection among X. Furthermore, for all i # j, if A E Vi - S;, then A 4 V,. 
Proof: See [Cl. 1 
Next we claim that for all 1 < i < n, the set of relation schemes in R that contain 
Si and those that contain v are the same. Let Rj E R. Clearly if Rj contains V,, then 
Rj contains Si. Conversely if R, contains Si, then by the definition of unique 
minimal connection, Rj also contains Vi. Hence our claim is proved. 
From Theorem 4.2 and the claim above, it is not difficult to see that 
xX( llXll~= 1 J.S,J) = nx( llXll~= , 1 VJ). Hence we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be ctf wrt Z’. Then [Xl,, = [Xl, for any X E. U. 
Proof. Follows directly from the above argument. 1 
The window function in System/U may not return intuitively correct answers 
when the database scheme is not a-acyclic. In view of this, Maier and Ullman 
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[MU] proposed the concept of maximal object to break up cc-cycles in a database 
scheme. If the database scheme is cr-acyclic, the maximal object approach and the 
System/U approach coincide. Since y-acyclicity implies a-acyclicity, the maximal 
object approach coincides trivially with the System/U approach when the database 
scheme is ctf wrt C. It is worth mentioning that System/U has in corporated the 
concept of maximal objects in its implementation. 
4.3. The Association-Object Data Model 
The Association-Object data model is used in the system PIQUE [MW]. Basi- 
cally, associations in this model are the base relations in a traditional relational 
system. Let us denote the set of associations as A. It was argued that meaningful 
relationships among attributes cannot be captured solely by the associations and 
the constraints imposed on them [MW]. Therefore the concept of object is used to 
allow the designer to specify explicitly the relationship among attributes. Let 0 be 
the set of objects in a database. The relation for an object W is defined as 
F( w = IIXII r(Z). 
ZEA.ZE w
Essentially the relation for an object W is the join of all associations Z which are 
subsets of W. Let d(A, 0) be a database state defined on a set of associations A and 
a set of objects 0. The window function for X in the Association-Object data model 
is defined as 
WI @A, 0) = U ~A@( W). WE O,XG w 
So the connection among X is the union of the X-projections of the object relations 
that contain X. Since the relationship among X depends on the objects, and the 
objects are not defined systematically, [X]I(A,O) is not the same as [X] even 
if A is ctf wrt C. However, if we impose the restriction that every object in 0 is 
connected, then [X] d(A, o) z [Xl. The reason for this is that every connected object 
is a lossless subjoin of A covering X, and hence is a subset of [Xl. 
5. A CHARACTERIZATION OF INDEPENDENT 
AND CONNECTION-TRAP-FREE SCHEMES 
Constraints are logical restrictions imposed on a database. Enforcing the 
constraints efficiently is a major problem in a database system. A class of database 
schemes called independent schemes was defined by Graham and Yannakakis to 
allow efficient enforcement of constraints [GY]. 
Let the set of all consistent states for a database scheme R wrt a set of dependen- 
cies z be denoted by WSAT(R, C) = { r 1 r is a state of R and is consistent with C}. 
A relation ri satisfies ,J?+ I Ri if there is a universal relation Z satisfying z such that 
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ri c xR,(Z). The locally consistent states of R are elements of the set LSAT(R, C) = 
(Y 1 ri satisfies C+ 1 Ri, for each Y~E r>. That is, r is locally consistent if no relation 
yi E r violates any projected dependency. A database scheme R is said to be inde- 
pendent wrt a set of dependencies Z when LSAT(R, C) = WSAT(R, . ). That is, R 
is independent wrt Z: if verifying that each relation satisfies its projected dependen- 
cies suffices to ensure that the state is globally consistent. Clearly, independent 
schemes are desirable in terms of updates. In this section, we characterize the class 
of ctf schemes when R is independent wrt an embedded cover F. 
Assuming R is independent wrt an embedded cover F, we show that R is ctf wrt 
F if and only if R is y-acyclic, embedded-complete, and lossless wrt F. By Corollary 
3.1 and Lemma 3.2, R being ctf wrt F implies R is y-acyclic, embedded-complete, 
and lossless wrt F. Hence to prove the characterization of ctf under the assumption 
of independence, all we have to show is that R being y-acyclic, embedded-complete, 
and lossless wrt F implies R is ctf wrt F. By the definition of ctf, we must show that 
R being y-acyclic, embedded-complete, lossless, and independent wrt F implies R 
has the complete unique minimal connection among any X. That is, for all Xc IJ’, 
[X] =~,(llXll~=, {lyl}), where {I’,, . . . . V,> is the unique minimal connection 
among X. To show this, we must show that the inclusions are true in both 
directions. 
We need the following lemma to show the inclusion in one of the directions. This 
lemma is stated in [F2]. 
LEMMA 5.1. R is y-acyclic if and only if Bachman is y-ac.vclic. 
Proof First observe that Bachman(Bachman(R)) = Bachman( Since the sets 
of nodes in the Bachman diagrams of R and of Bachman are the same, R has 
a loop-free Bachman diagram exactly when Bachman has a loop-free Bachman 
diagram. It follows from Theorem 8.1 in [F2] that R is y-acyclic if and only if 
Bachman is y-acyclic. 1 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf R is y-acyclic and lossless wrt F, then for all X G U, 
[X]~n~(llXl~~=, {lyl}), where (V ,,..., V,} is the unique minimal connection 
among X. 
Proof. Since R is lossless, IIXII R is satisfied and so is IIXII Bachman [BMSU]. 
Since R is y-acyclic, by Lemma 5.1, Bachman is also y-acyclic. Since 
Bachman is y-acyclic and IIXII Bachman is satisfied, by a theorem in [F2], 
any connected subset of Bachman is lossless. Since the unique minimal connec- 
tion among X is ( V,, . . . . Vk} which is connected, { Vi, . . . . Vk} is also lossless. Let r 
be a consistent state. Then 161 are <-total tuples in the state tableau, for all j. 
Since { V,, . . . . Vk } is lossless, IIXII j { 1 “;J } are total tuples in CHASE,(T,}. Since 
Ui 5~ X, it follows that rrcx(IIXlli (lyl>) are total tuples in CHASE,(T,). 1 
The other inclusion is more difficult. A polynomial-time algorithm has been 
found to determine if an independent scheme is embedded-complete wrt 
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Algorithm Test: Given an independent scheme R with respect to ,Z= Fv { IIXII R}, determine whether 
or not R is embedded-complete with respect to the set of embedded fd’s F= US F,. 
Input : An independent scheme R = {R,, . . . . Rk} and a set of embedded fd’s F. 
output: Accept R or reject R. 
Method: /* For each R, E R, a hypergraph H= (N, E) is constructed as we compute the closure Ri */ 






/* Initially the graph has nodes R, and an edge containing all nodes in R,, with label Vz. */ 
,@‘=R.. 
E”‘= { +i} = {R,,}; 
Rest=R-{R,}; 
I= 1; 
While there exists R, E Rest such that V$# f$, where V,, = N(‘-‘I n R,# 0 and Vt is the 











If there exists a nontrivial fd X-t A E F,, such that Xc V,, then reject R, halt; 
If F, is not contained in an edge in Et’-‘) then reject R, halt; 
If R, n Rl # Vt then reject R, halt; 
N”’ = N”- ” u (V;- v,,); 
.g’) = NC’-1’” { V,r}; 
Rest = Rest - {R,,}; 
I=I+ 1; 
end /*while*/; 
If N(‘-I)# R+ then reject R halt. 9 , 
For each R, 2Re.d do; 
(17) If (R, n Rl ) is not contained in an edge in I?‘-‘) then reject R. halt; 
(18) end; 
(19) end; 
(20) Accept R; 
FIGURE 1 
Fu (IlXli R} (or F) [CMl]. The algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1. Based on the 
algorithm, it was shown that the X-total projection wrt F can also be computed 
with a union lJR+ IX EiR+ xI, where EtR+,Xj 
computation of R), for some Rj E R. We dehne 
is an expression derived from the 
the expression E1,+ X) shortly. 
Since some of the subsequent proofs require the algorithm Te& let us briefly 
expalin the algorithm here. The algorithm consists of two loops: The outer for-loop 
and an inner while-loop. We shall say Ri E R is processed by the outer for-loop or 
the inner while-loop if R, is selected and satisfies the conditions in statements (1) 
and (6) respectively. To illustrate how the algorithm works, let us consider the 
following example. The example is about a library database [Ul 1. 
EXAMPLE 4. R = (R,(Title, Author, Pname, LCJIO), R,(Pname, Paddr), 
R,(Carhno,‘ Name, Addr), R,(Cardno, Date, LCno)}. F= (LC-no --f Title 
Author Pname, Title Author + Pname LCno, Pname + Paddr, Card-no + Name 
Addr}. 
It is easy to verify that R is an independent scheme. Consider R is processed 
by algorithm Test. 
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The following are the hypergraphs produced when each of the 
processed by the algorithm. 
V 
Title Author LC-no 
v: 
v: 
Car&no Name Addr 
Since no rejection occurs when the database scheme is processed, R is an 
embedded-complete scheme wrt F. 
If R is independent and embedded-complete wrt F, then the algorithm generates 
a hypergraph HR; = (Rz, ( V,*, . . . . Vy } ) for R, E R. Since each VF comes from a 
unique relation scheme Ri, there is a unique set of relation schemes {R,, . . . . R,) 
corresponding to the edges in the hypergraph. 
Let R,, E R. Suppose R, is processed by the outer for-loop. Since R is embedded- 
complete wrt F, the algorithm generates a hypergraph for Rz. For each successful 
execution of the inner while-loop, a connected hypergraph is generated; the hyper- 
graph is said to be a partial hypergraph generated by the algorithm for R,f We 
want to show that for any X and for any partial hypergraph ( V,*, . . . . VT} such that 
lJf=,, Vr 2 X, we have rrn,(lt~(SO) IlXll . ..IIXII nV;(S,))~n,(JQ,J llXll~~~IlXll Q,,J), 
where {Qi, . . . . Qm} is the unique minimal connection among X. Before we prove 
this, we need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let R be a y-acyclic, independent, and embedded-complete scheme 
wrt F. Let R, E R and H,; = CR,+, ( V$, . . . . V: } ) be a partial hypergraph generated 
by the algorithm. Let {T,, . . . . T,} be the set of relation schemes corresponding to 
the edges { V,*, . . . . VT>. Then for all O<j<l, if AE(T,-VT), then A$T,E 
I To, . . . . T/l - P? 
Proof: Assume otherwise. Then there exists T, and A E T, - VF such that A is 
an element of Tp, where Tp E { T,, . . . . T,} - { T,}. 
Consider R0 being processed by the outer for-loop. If A is a node in the hyper- 
graph when T, is processed by the inner while-loop, then A E 5 and hence A E VT. 
Therefore when Tj is processed, A is not a node in the hypergraph. Without loss 
of generality, we assume any such T, has not been processed by the inner while- 
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loop. For if it has been, we can interchange the roles of Tp and Tj. Since there exists 
such a relation scheme Tp, let us assume T, to be the first such scheme that is 
processed after Tj. Before T,, is processed, we have the set of edges ( V$, . . . . V& i,} 
in the hypergraph, where (p - 1) > j. Since lJ r:i Vi* 1 VP and A E Tj, 
U& ‘) Ti2 VP A. Let us consider the following two possible cases. 
Case 1. T, contains VP. In this case, we know that both Tj and T, contain VP 
and A and VP + VP * - VP is a nontrivial fd embedded in T,. Also ( Vp* - VP) is not 
contained in Tj, since (VP* - VP) are new nodes added to the hypergraph when T, 
is processed in step (10). Since every relation scheme is processed by the outer for- 
loop, consider Tj being processed by the outer for-loop. Without loss of generality, 
let us assume Tp is the first scheme selected by the inner while-loop. Clearly 
Tj n Tp 2 VP A. Also V,* - VP is not in Tj. Hence Tp is processed by the inner while- 
loop. But VP --f Vz - VP is nontrivial and R is rejected at statement (7). Hence R is 
not embedded-complete, a contradiction. 
Case 2. Tj does not contain VP. Since q is the only scheme in {To, . . . . T,,- 1,} 
that contains A and Tj does not contain VP, the set of nodes VpA is not contained 
in any {T,,, . . . . T,,- i,}. Let us consider the unique minimal connection among ?$/,A. 
Since VP A is contained in T,, the unique minimal connection among VP A is a 
singleton set { W}. Since ( V,*, . . . . V$- ,,} is connected, {To, . . . . T+ 1,} is also 
connected. Since R is y-acyclic and U{E, ‘) Ti E? V,A, there exists a 
Tm E {To, . . . . Tcp- i,} such that T,,, I> WZ &A. This contradicts the fact that no T,,, 
contains V,A. Since both cases lead to contradiction, the lemma follows. 1 
Chan and Mendelzon [CM1 ] derived the following algorithm to compute [Xl. 
(1) For each Ri E R such that R,+ 2 X, generate the hypergraph for R,+ using 
the algorithm Test. Let the hypergraph H be (R,?, ( Vo8*, . . . . V;“} ). Then reduce 
the hypergraph wrt X by eliminating some of the edges but still keep the hyper- 
graph connected. The reduction is a “minimal” connected subhypergraph of H 
covering X and, in fact, it is a partial hypergraph generated by the algorithm 
Test when Ri is processed by the outer for-loop. The details of how this reduction 
is performed are beyond the scope of this paper. Let the edges of the resulting 
connected subhypergraph H’ of H be { W,*, . . . . W,* }. Let (S,, . . . . S,} be the 
set of relation schemes corresponding to { W,*, . . . . W,*}. Then let E,,,+, xl be 
nx(rc w;( So) IlXll . . . IIXII rz ,$S,,)). This is a subexpression for computing [Xl. By 
Lemmas 4.2 and 5.2, rc w;(S,) IIXII . . . IIXII n,*(S,)=n,(IIXII~=, (S,)), where 
W= UP=0 Wj*. Hence EIR,+, X1 = xX( IlXlljY, Sj). ft is worth mentioning that the 
algorithms in [AtC, IIW, S3] can also be used to generate EiRo+, xl. 
(2) [Xl = UR,+~X Ef,o+,x). 
Next we show that for every R+ 2 X, EiR+,*) = ~,(IIXII,p,, Si) G 
7c~(lZ,J IIXII ... IIXII JZ,J), where { 2,) . . . . Z,} is the unique minimal connection 
among X. Before we prove this, we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let {S,, . . . . S,> and {V,, . . . . V,,} be two sets of relation schemes such 
that VcSi, for all l<i<n. Let V=Ul=, V.. Then n,(S, IIXII ... llXllS,)c 
7cY,(Sl) IIXII ‘.’ IIXII ?Tyn(Sn). 
Proof: Let t E II v(S, IIXII ... IIXII S,). Then there exists s E S, IIXII . IIXII S,, 
such that s[V]=t. This implies that s[V,]~7c,,(S,) and...and s[V,,l~n.,,(S,). 
Hence s[ V, u . . . u V,] E 71 &(S,) IIXII . . . IIXII 7c Yn(Sn). Since s[ V, u . u V,,] = t. 
t E 71 V,( s, ) IIXII . . IIXII 71 V,( S,). 1 
THEOREM 5.2. Let R be y-acyclic, independent and embedded-complete wrt F. For 
any XL RF, RieR, E IRo+, xj E nx(lZ,J IIXII . . IIXII lZ,l), where {Z,, . . . . Z,} is the 
unique minimal connection among X, and EiR;, xi is an expression generated for R,+ 
as described before Lemma 5.3. 
Proof: Let Ei,;,xj =nx(llXIIp=, Sj). First observe that {S,, .,., S,} is con- 
nected, since { W,*, . . . . W:} is connected. Since R is y-acyclic and {SO, . . . . S,> is 
connected, there exist k distinct relation schemes {T, , . . . . Tk} c {SO, . . . . S,} such that 
Tj 2 Z;, for all 1 d i 6 k. Hence lZil 2 nZ,( Ti), for all 1 < i 6 k. Since {T,, . . . . Tk 1 E 
(So, .*., S,> and Uf=i TizX, zx(T, IIXII ... IIXII Tk)zzx(S1 IIXII ... IIXII S,). By 
Lemma 5.3, 7tz(zZ,(T1) IIXII ... IIXII nzk( T,)) 2 nZ( T, IIXII . . IIXII Tk), where Z = 
Uf=, Zi. Since Z 2 X, zx(n,,(T,) IIXII -.. IIXII nZ,( Tk)) z n,( T, IIXII .I. IIXII Tk). 
Therefore n,(lZ,l IIXII . . . IIXII lZ,l) 3 zx( T, IIXII . . IIXII Tk) and hence ~~~(12~1 IIXII 
. . . IIXII lZ,l) 2 n,(S, IIXII . . . IIXII S,). 1 
By Theorem 5.2, U,: Ix E{,:, x) is contained in zx(lZ,l IIXII . . . IIXII lZ,l), 
where {Z, , . . . . Z,} is the unique minimal connection among X. The following 
corollary follows directly from the above argument. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If R is y-acyclic, embedded-complete, and independent wrt F, 
then for any XG U, [X] c nX( llXll~=, { JVl}), where { V,, . . . . Vk) is the unique mini- 
mal connection among X. 
Proof If [X] is not empty, then by Theorem 5.2, [X] G 7cx( llXll~= , (1 F$J } ). If 
[X] is empty, then the inclusion still holds. 1 
THEOREM 5.3. If R is y-acyclic, lossless, embedded-complete, and independent wrt 
F, then R is ctf wrt F. 
Proof Let XE U. Since R is y-acyclic and lossless, by Theorem 5.1, 
[X]~n~(llXll$=, JVJ), where (V,, . . . . Vk} is the unique minimal connection 
among X. By Corollary 5.1, [X] ~n,(llXll~=~ lVjJ). Hence R has a complete 
unique minimal connection among any X z U. Hence R is ctf wrt F. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. Given an independent scheme R wrt F, R is ctf wrt F if and only 
if R is y-acyclic, embedded-complete, and lossless wrt F. 
Proof Follows from Corollary 3.1, Lemma 3.2, and Theorem 5.3. 1 
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There are efficient algorithms to determine if a database scheme is lossless 
[ABU], y-acyclic [DMl, DM2, F2, Yl], independent, and embedded-complete 
wrt an embedded cover F [CMl, GY]; therefore, there is an efficient algorithm to 
recognize the class of independent and ctf schemes wrt an embedded cover F. The 
database scheme in Example 4 has been shown to be independent and embedded- 
complete wrt P, it is also y-acyclic and lossless. Hence it is a ctf scheme wrt F. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have proposed the class of connection-trap-free schemes as a way to avoid 
the connection trap problem. The connection trap problem can be informally 
defined as the false inference of information. Unlike the previous approaches, we 
have used the soundness and completeness of information retrieved as the definition 
of correct inference of information. We have also argued that to resolve the connec- 
tion trap problem, the database scheme as seen by the user should be simple in 
semantics and should allow the information retrieval process to be performed easily 
and efficiently. The class of connection-trap-free schemes satisfies the above 
requirements. They are simple in semantics and easy to use because the connected 
joins of relation schemes represent all the basic relationships among attributes. 
Moreover, there is exactly one basic relationship among any set of attributes. This 
class of schemes allows efficient retrieval because every basic relationship among 
attributes is computed by a single join expression. We then studied some fundamen- 
tal properties of this class of schemes, showing in particular that with this class 
of schemes, various window functions employed in systems using the Universal 
Relation Interface coincide. Finally, we characterized the class of independent and 
connection-trap-free schemes with respect to an embedded cover of fd’s. 
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